
PERSONAL ESSAY COMPETITION

When I was about 12, I saw an ad in a magazine for a poetry contest that Ready to share your novel or personal essay
with the world?.

What to write: All entries must be up to 17, words in length no poetry or works intended for children will be
accepted. Show your foibles. Deadline: Recurrent contests throughout the year â€” be sure to check the
website for deadlines! However, this competition is only open to American authors of color, as well as
Indigenous writers. Eligible topics are broad so long as they have a relation to medicine, and may include art,
history, literature, education and more. Of the thousands of poets who must have submitted to the contest â€”
no doubt many of them adults much wiser and more skilled than me â€” my poem had been chosen to be
featured in an exclusive, hardcover anthology! Submissions may be adult or YA novels. This edition of the
contest is not themed; as long as the essay relates to medicine, it can be entered. What to write: Submit an
unpublished manuscript of two or more novellas, short stories, or a combination. Winning Writers A number
of the contests found on our list came highly recommended by this site, which compiles some of the best free
literary contests out there. You will find them in the history section of the page , with a note that says, 'Essay
writing service provider â€” unethical, so removed from lists'. Subscribe and we'll send you 3 companies
hiring right now. Along with a wide range of recommended contests for writers of all stripes, Winning Writers
also lists some contests and services to avoid â€” which is just as useful! Eligible authors should submit a
work of fiction, such as a novel or short story collection, published in the calendar year. Submissions will be
judged by readers on the fresh. Summary and reflection are also important. Personal narrative essays are most
powerful when they tell a story. Although there are no restrictions on the theme, each submission may not
exceed 3, words. You can view our privacy policy here, and our disclaimer. The more I found out about these
types of business, the more I felt that they're not ethical. Deadline: Biennially. We hold our advertisers to high
standards and vetted this contest just like the others on this list. Deadline: Biennially; the deadline for prize
submissions this year is May 15,  And, lo and behold, the people behind the contest quickly wrote back to tell
me my poem had been selected as a winner! Scenes will draw in your reader, build tension, and offer telling
details. They link to several on their front page.


